Implementation of Oracle Apps 11i for Automobile Industry

Project Overview
Implementation of Oracle Apps 11i

Business Function
Manufacturing Industry

Engagement Length
25 Months

Applications / Modules
Financial modules including GL, AP, AR, CM, FA, OM, INV, and PO using AIM approach

Team Size & Structure
Offshore

THE CLIENT
The Client is currently the 4th largest car maker in India.

CHALLENGES
- Implementation of Oracle Apps 11i.

TECHNOLOGY USED
- SQL*PLUS
- TOAD
- SQL*Loader
- XML Publisher
- Reports/Forms6i
- Discoverer
- Workflow
SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

Solutions:
- Designed and Developed functional documentation (MD50, MD120) using AIM Methodology.
- Developed TE40 documents which was used for unit testing data conversions, interfaces, and API’s, developing extensions using Forms, Reports.
- Delivered around 200+ Development Objects

SERVICES

- The role includes data conversions, interfaces, and API’s, developing extensions using Forms, Reports, XML publisher, preparing Technical documents to Functional specifications